
COST-EFFECTIVENESS WORKING GROUP MEETING
10/18/21

Agenda

1. Discuss imminent EE Emergency Reliability PD cost-effectiveness victory
2. Last cost-effectiveness working group of the year

Meeting Notes

1. Discuss imminent EE Emergency Reliability PD cost-effectiveness victory
a. The PD suspends cost-effectiveness for the proposed $150 million Market

Access program and the $30 million single stage solicitations
b. As the result of our prolonged advocacy for cost-effectiveness, we are

validating this proposal in opening comments on the PD
c. While we look continue to advocate and look forward to longer term

structural cost-effectiveness reform, this is nonetheless an important step
in taking the reins off EE

d. We have discussed our appreciation for this step forward in
cost-effectiveness reform during our ex parte meetings with CPUC
Commissioner offices this week

e. Effusive praise is not our usual style with the CPUC, but it is critical that
we explicitly validate suspension of cost-effectiveness requirements in the
face of incoming pushback from opposed parties

f. Unique justification for suspension of c/e comes from urgency of
Governor’s Proclamation

i. CPUC time-bounding suspension of c/e to 2022–2023 enables
them to return to the status quo or move towards a better future

g. This PD can be used as a precedent to demonstrate the value of
cost-effectiveness in enabling EE as a grid-level resource

i. Enables avoiding grid events, blackouts, etc.
ii. “Avoided catastrophe”
iii. Will enable our industry to show the creativity and innovation our

resource brings to the table
h. Despite suspension of formal cost-effectiveness (e.g. TRC), programs will

still have to report costs and benefits on a monthly basis
2. Last cost-effectiveness working group of the year

a. This is the last c/e working group of 2021, due to CEDMC 2022 planning
processes and staff holiday schedules
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https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M418/K717/418717731.PDF


b. If necessary should an urgent need arise, we may schedule an ad hoc
meeting before EOY

Next Meeting
Our next Working Group meeting will be in 2021.  This meeting will recur on a monthly
basis on the third Monday of each month at 2 – 3 pm.  An invite from
Admin@cedmc.org has gone out to all folks on the Working Group.
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